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Several years of academic and industrial research efforts services, pseudonym acquisition process, monitoring health
have converged to a common understanding on fundamental and load metrics, etc., are fully automated. Through extensive
security building blocks for the upcoming Vehicular Commu- experimental evaluation, we show that the VPKIaaS system
nication (VC) systems. There is a growing consensus towards could dynamically scale out, or possibly scale in1 , based on
deploying a special-purpose identity and credential manage- the VPKIaaS system workload and the requests’ arrival rate,
ment infrastructure with standardization efforts towards that so that it can comfortably handle unexpected demanding loads
direction. The central building block of secure and privacy- while being cost-effective by systematically allocating and
preserving VC systems is a Vehicular Public-Key Infrastruc- deallocating resources. Our experimental evaluation shows a
ture (VPKI), e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4], which provides vehicles with 36-fold improvement over prior work [12]: the processing
multiple anonymized credentials, termed pseudonyms. These delay to issue 100 pseudonyms for [12] is 2010 ms, while it is
pseudonyms are used to ensure message authenticity and approx. 56 ms in our system. Moreover, the performance of [4]
integrity while preserving vehicle (thus passenger) privacy. drastically decreases when there is a surge in the pseudonym
Vehicles switch from one pseudonym to a non-previously used request arrival rates; on the contrary, our VPKIaaS system can
one towards message unlinkability, as pseudonyms are per comfortably handle demanding loads request while efficiently
se inherently unlinkable. Pseudonymity is conditional, in the issuing batches of pseudonyms.
sense that the corresponding long-term vehicle identity can be
retrieved by the VPKI when needed, e.g., if vehicles deviating
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